May 5, 2020
Ajaypal Singh Banga
Chief Executive Officer
Mastercard, Inc. & Maestro Debit
2000 Purchase St
Purchase, NY 10577
Dear Mr. Ajaypal Singh Banga:
RE: International Concern Over Your Company’s Involvement in Sexual Exploitation
We are writing to you from our respective countries (Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Canada,
Denmark, England, India, Ireland, Liberia, Scotland, Sweden, Uganda, United States of America)
as experts and organizations dedicated to combating sexual exploitation and abuse, to request that
your company stop processing payments for the pornography industry given its extensive
promotion of nonconsensual content—including child sexual abuse, sex trafficking videos, rape,
and more—and of content eroticizing sexual violence, incest, and racism.
We believe this decision would be in line with your corporate ethical commitment to processing
legal purchases, and that it will advance your reputation by refusing to aid human rights
violations.
It is first vital to recognize that the pornography industry does not judge or verify consent in
any videos on their site, let alone live webcam videos. Some sites, such as Pornhub, which is one
of the largest and most mainstream pornography sites, do not require age verification for any person
to upload pornographic videos—let alone any metric to measure consent.i This inherently makes
pornography websites a target for sex traffickers, child abusers, and others sharing predatory nonconsensual videos. Further, it is impossible to assume the pornography industry is ever capable of
producing a real metric to measure consent in any pornography on its site, aside from complaints
from victims of non-consensually shared porn (which is insufficient since an estimated 1/25
Americans are victims of this kind of abuse & many never know about non-consensually-shared
porn of themselves.)ii
While there are some court cases involving these examples, we also ask you to consider the
totality of evidence given the reality that most victims of sexual abuse whose videos have been
posted on pornography sites are highly traumatized and therefore few are empowered to pursue
legal remedies.

Mainstream Pornography Website Admits to Hosting Child Sexual Abuse
Videos, and Continues to Host Known Sex Trafficking Videos:
One example of these exploitive trends in the pornography industry includes the fact that
Pornhub, again one of the largest and therefore likely most regulated pornography sites, admitted
to hosting child sexual abuse videos. Pornhub told a 10Daily reporter that the Internet Watch
Foundation’s discovery of 100 videos of children being sexually abused on Pornhub only
amounted to less than one percent of its content.iii Firstly, there is cause for serious doubt that
child sexual abuse videos are only one percent of Pornhub's content due to the fact that there is
zero age or ID verification required to upload a video. Secondly, because Pornhub had over 6.83

million new videos uploaded in 2019, that means Pornhub is admitting to hosting a minimum
of 68,300 videos of children being sexually abused - these are real-life children and teens raped
over and over again on this website. And again, it is virtually guaranteed that Pornhub has more
than this number.
Further, this does not take into account sex trafficking or non-consensually shared
pornography (i.e. revenge porn).
For example, over twenty women have filed sex trafficking civil and criminal charges against a
mainstream pornography company for coercing and deceiving them in the production of those
videos. The decision for this case is described as a “187-page account of the brutal and harrowing
ordeals the women targeted by [the pornography company] went through.”iv
These pornographic videos of known sex trafficking victims are still being hosted on
mainstream pornography websites at the time of this letter, according to lawyers familiar
with the case.

Growing International Concern Among Bipartisan Government Officials:
American Rep. Jackie Speier, D-Calif, Sen. Ben Sasse, R-Neb, Sen. Rob Portman, R-Ohio have
spoken out with concerns about sex trafficking and non-consensual content on Pornhub, and some
have called for DOJ investigation into Pornhub.v Similarly, Canadian multi-party
parliamentarians have called on their government to investigate MindGeek, the parent company
of Pornhub.vi
Further, in America, all commercial distribution of obscenity is illegal under a federal law that
has been upheld twice by the Supreme Court. While this law has not been enforced for a few
years, there is growing national interest in enforcement, including four U.S. representatives who
have recently called on the U.S. attorney general to begin enforcements promptly.vii
Canadian laws also prohibit the distribution of adult pornography and defines pornography that is
portraying performers as if they are under 18 years old as child pornography.viii
Further, in relation to these concerns, PayPal recently stopped processing payments for the
pornography industryix and Unilever and KraftHeinz have committed to no longer sell
advertisements on pornography websites.x

Further Cases of Child Sexual Abuse and Non-Consensually Shared Videos on
Pornography Websites
•
•
•
•
•

A missing, sex trafficked, teenage girl's videos were found on a mainstream pornography
website.xi
A sex trafficker/child abuser created an account on a streaming pornographic website and
uploaded the video to his account to share videos of his 14-year-old victim.xii
A video of the rape of a 14-year-old girl appeared on Pornhub, she notes that since she
began speaking publicly a few months ago she's been contacted by many other young girls
who have experienced the same thing.xiii
Another minor's illegal sexual abuse videos were uploaded to Pornhub.xiv
Derek Hay, one of the pornography industry-leading agents, has been credibly accused by
several women “of fraud, sexual abuse and links to an illegal escort business —

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

accusations including coercing performers to pay off ‘unconscionable’ fees and penalties
either in cash or by performing sexual acts on him.” NOTE: these accusations fall under
the definition of sex trafficking.xv
A UK advocacy campaign, NotYourPorn, which is focused on non-consensually shared
porn reported that they've heard of ten Snapchat users aged 13 to 15 finding their nude
pics on Pornhub.xvi
An ex-producer for Hustler has spoken out about how the ubiquitous use of drugs on
mainstream pornography sets.xvii Note: drugs are often used to facilitate sex trafficking or
to push past a woman’s initial sexual boundaries (i.e. sexual abuse.)
A case of sex trafficking victims being used in online pornography: “[the man] videotaped
and otherwise documented the BDSM he engaged in with [the woman], forced her to
maintain an online website, and kept all the profits from the website.”xviii
An investigation by The Sunday Times and NotYourPorn found that Pornhub is flooded
with secretly filmed “creepshots” of UK schoolgirls, hosting clips of men performing sex
acts in front of teenagers on buses and indecent images of children as young as three.xix
In this case, a man would tape himself drugging and raping women, and then sell the
footage to online pornography sites.xx
The FBI reports that in another case of sex trafficking “Between February 2004 and
February 2009, the indictment says, [the sex trafficker/abuser] tortured [the victim] on live
webcasts on the Internet.” Note: most mainstream pornography websites today include
live webcam videos, which can easily be featuring coerced and abused victims because
there is no fool-proof way to authenticate their consent.xxi
Several women discovered that non-consensual videos were secretly taken of them and
uploaded to Pornhub.xxii
The FBI reports a case of a man sexually assaulting women and selling the videos to
Internet pornography websites.xxiii

Please note that while a number of these cases specifically involve Pornhub, many do not, and
therefore show that these trends are consistent across the pornography industry.

The Harms of Mainstream Trends in the Pornography Industry
Right now, on websites that your credit card company processes payments for, there is
pornography featuring themes including:
• incest
• homeless teens
• assaulting drunk women/girls
• racial degradation
• kidnapping
• forced sex (i.e. rape)
• and more.
These themes are damaging to worldwide culture because they eroticize and encourage violence
against women and girls, rape, incest, racism, and more. Are these the themes you want your
brand associated with?
We also assert that pornography itself is a form of sexual exploitation, causing physical and mental
trauma. A 2011 study found, “Female adult film performers have significantly worse mental health

and higher rates of depression than other California women of similar ages.”xxiv
Another study reported that pornography performers experience physical trauma on the film set,
often leave the industry with financial insecurity and mental health problems, and also experience
health risks that aren’t limited to sexually transmitted infections.xxv
It is for these reasons that we call on your company to stop processing payments for the
pornography industry. The global human rights community would commend you for doing so
and would herald your brand as a leader in social responsibility. If you would like to discuss these
matters further, please reach out to public@ncose.com.
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